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The resolution revolution



The resolution revolution

EM Databank Statistics
(March 2017)



Resolution: what do we see ?
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Light microscope vs Electron microsope

First EM: Ernst Ruska, Berlin, 
1931 (Nobel in 1986)





Electron source

• Purpose: generation of electrons that can be accelerated 
by high tension to obtain the illuminating electron beam

Thermionic gun: W or LaB6
Electrons come out when the 
emitter is heated

Field emission gun

Central 
development 
for high 
resolution EM !



VS

VS





What is an electromagnetic lens ?

• Purpose of lenses: Generation of an electron beam 
that can be adapted in size and dose to the specimen





Central 
development 
for high 
resolution EM !



Detector

Sample grid



Detectors

Direct electron 
detector: 
Central 
development 
for high 
resolution EM !

Photographic film CCD Direct electron detector
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Homogeneous
(quite)Heterogeneous

150 kDa

è Clone, express, purify a sample to homogeneity

First thing: you need to obtain a good sample



Rubbish in

Whatever 
expensive 

microscope



Rubbish in Rubbish out

It is worth spending time getting a good sample !!!

Whatever 
expensive 

microscope



Sample requirements to be imaged in an EM

Ø Resist to the vacuum = 
be solid

Ø Resist to the electrons
Ø Being thin enough
Ø Have enough contrast



Negative stain
High contrast

Cryo
Native state

Two main methods



What is negative stain electron microscopy ?

Sample preparation



Advantages/drawbacks

Ø Advantages:
– Fast
– Small amount of protein
(concentration around 0.01-

0.1mg/ml, few ul)
– Small proteins visible 

(>50-100kDa)
– High contrast

Ø Drawbacks:
– Flattening and drying of 

the sample.
– Artifacts due to the stain.



What we see in 
negative stain



Single particles visualized by negative stain
EM: examples



Real object to be 
visualized

Object seen in 
negative stain



To solve this problem: preparation of cryo grids



1984, EMBL Heidelberg



H2O - liquid Hexagonal ice

Cubic iceAmorphous ice

Slow freezing

Rapid freezing Heat

Heat

Principle behind vitrification of sample



Dubochet et al., 
(1982)

a) hexagonal 

b) cubic 

c) vitrified

Principle behind vitrification of sample



Vitrification of sample : plunge-freezing

Apply sample

Blot excess buffer 
before plunging

EM grid

Liquid Nitrogen Liquid Ethane



Carbon 
support

Particles in 
random 

orientations

Vitreous Ice (Thin !)

Cryo grid under the EM



Single particles: cryo preparation

• Advantages:
– Native state
– Higher resolution
– Small amount of protein 

(1 grid = 4 ul at 0.1-
1mg/ml)

• Disadvantages:
– Low contrast
– Highly sensitive to 

radiations
– Minimal size limit: 150 

kDa 
– Difficult
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Semi-Automated data collection
1/ Grid square selection

2/ Assisted hole selection

3/ Automated acquisition
(autofocus, …)



Before After

Bai et al., 2015

Direct Electron Detection

Realignment of movies 

With direct electron detector, we can now correct for 
the drift that happened during the data collection
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From 2D to 3D



Electron 
microscope

From 2D to 3D



We need to combine many different 
views of the object of interest

Single-particle image processing
=~ determining and combining

orientations

Electron 
microscope

From 2D to 3D



How do we determine and combine orientations ?



Stack 
of 

particle 
images

…
Original

Micrographs
(CCD, digitized film)

Micrograph selection
Particle picking

CTF determination 
CTF correction

Image pre-processing

How do we determine and combine orientations ?



Stack 
of 

particle 
images

…
Original

Micrographs
(CCD, digitized film)

Initial model

Micrograph selection
Particle picking

CTF determination 
CTF correction

Image pre-processing

How do we determine and combine orientations ?



Stack 
of 

particle 
images

2D template
projections

…

Calculate 
reprojections in 
all orientations

Original
Micrographs

(CCD, digitized film)

Initial model

Micrograph selection
Particle picking

CTF determination 
CTF correction

Image pre-processing

How do we determine and combine orientations ?



Stack 
of 

particle 
images

Orientation 
parameters

2D template
projections

…

Calculate 
reprojections in 
all orientations

Original
Micrographs

(CCD, digitized film)

Initial model

ccf1
ccf2
ccf3
ccf4
ccf5
ccf...

maxk
ccfk

Calculation of 2D ccfs 
(in-plane rotation, x 

and y shift )

Micrograph selection
Particle picking

CTF determination 
CTF correction

Image pre-processing

How do we determine and combine orientations ?



Stack 
of 

particle 
images

Orientation 
parameters3D map

2D template
projections

…

Calculate 
reprojections in 
all orientations

Original
Micrographs

(CCD, digitized film)

Initial model

ccf1
ccf2
ccf3
ccf4
ccf5
ccf...

maxk
ccfk

Calculation of 2D ccfs 
(in-plane rotation, x 

and y shift )

3D reconstructions 
from projections

Micrograph selection
Particle picking

CTF determination 
CTF correction

Image pre-processing

How do we determine and combine orientations ?
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If samples are homogeneous: high 
resolution EM

Zhang et al, Cell, 2010



Merk et al., Subramaniam, Cell 2016





If complexes are heterogeneous: separation of 
different populations within the same sample

Ø Different 3D volumes with 
particles chosen randomly.

Ø 3D classification to 
determine to which 
structure each particle 
belongs



Nguyen et al, Nature, 2016



What about 
glycosylated
proteins?





Electron microscopy in structural biology: 
Which objects can be analysed

0 50kDa 100kDa 500kDa 1MDa 10MDa 1GDa
NMR

Crystallography 

Single particle cryo-electron 
microscopy/tomography

Cellular EM/tomography

Method combinaison to study a biological process

Single particle negative stain electron microscopy



And a dream begins to becomes true: 
understanding a system from the cellular

context to the atomic level



How to deal with structural heterogeneity ?

§ Most datasets are, to some extent, heterogeneous.
§ For example, you can have a dataset with your complex in both active 

and inactive states.



§ Cryo-EM image analysis allows to classify these 3D 
heterogeneities

§ Generation of X initial reconstructions (can be obtained from
random subsets of images with assigned euler angles)

§ « Competitive » projection matching.


